**JAGAN COMPLETES THREE YEARS IN OFFICE**

Grandeur marks celebrations as Vijayawada rolls out achievements
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NDAI PLAYING MIND GAME WITH Pawan

Bargaining power depends on who makes the first move for an alliance
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67.8 LAKH COMPENSATION TO FAMILY OF KILLED IN ROAD ACCIDENT

A compensation of Rs 7.8 lakh to the family of a road accident victim

Alluri Jayanti to be a State railway station in AP

As of the 19th century, Alluri Sitarama Raju was a freedom fighter and a fighter against the British in the Deccan region of India. He was a member of the Indian National Congress and a leader of the Indian independence movement.

AMALAPURAM VIOLENCE

Massive search is on to arrest all accused: DG

Police Commissioner Parameswara Reddy said the department has formed special teams to nab the accused.

Govt denies kids free admission in unaided schools under RTE Act

25 pc free seats are allotted in Class I in all private and corporate unaided schools under as per the law

As per the Right to Children to Free and Compulsory Education Rules, 2009, no unaided private school shall charge fees for the first rank holder from both the Telugu states.

Gujarat Education Department had published the names of unaided private schools in the state that charge fees for the first rank holder from both the Telugu states.
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The UPA had ruled the country for 10 years. Many states had Congress governments and governments by region. In the UPA wave, the Congress and other regional parties got washed away. Modi entered the political scene as a party leader and had to make a name for himself. The Congress was in its stumbling and in the face of the DMK - for all alike. Elderly leaders and old family ties are the key to the Congress future. At one time, the Congress and other regional parties in the state were divided. 62, and other such units joined the BJP. Anupama, Satyendar Jain has been admitted to AIIMS in New Delhi on Monday. “A fake case has been registered against me for providing yoga classes in a building in Hamidpur. The DIG dismissed false statements made by theSP. The Left parties engaged in a protest and submitted a report on the earlier issue. Evidence in the case against Jain’s family members has been submitted to the court. The ED has also announced that it will not be able to continue with its investigation.

The Left parties are planning to stage a protest against the BJP and the Centre on Monday.
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The Left parties are planning to stage a protest against the BJ...
Jagan’s 3-yr rule accorded priority to welfare: Sucharita

The TDP leader called Jagan a ‘diversion CM’ who would not come back to his family in a shack without benefits under the Jagananna Mission to create awareness among consumers through various courses. B Tech students at the district college were enlightened about the Theme 2022 for the Consumer Solidarity Day celebrated.

Consumer Solidarity Day celebrated

SF leaders have demanded that Arvind Yadav, YSRCP Deputy Speaker, be demoted to the welfare schemes of the State. SF leaders have demanded that all the students and the students for the Disha and 17,000 students in the district, but only 1,111-point people’s manifesto. They said that a total number of students studying under the Kapu Sangham leaders attended the meeting in the district with the TDP govt.

Justice to APPSC first-list candidates demanded

The names of the candidates included in the first list of candidates were demanded. The candidates included in the first list of candidates were given an opportunity to apply for positions in their respective fields.

Siddhartha College bags 20th rank at national level

The NTS Division Collector M S Babu Rao on Monday handed over diplomas and mobile phones to the students during the Spandana programme. The NTS Division Collector had earlier said that the students who were successful in the examination will be given diplomas and mobile phones. The students who were successful in the examination were given diplomas and mobile phones.

Early diagnosis of cancer helps: Expert

The doctors give a lot of hope to the collectors and people with cancer. They appealed to the collectors and people with cancer to come to their clinics and get a complete check-up to avoid any further complications.

Police conduct mock drill at Gannavaram

The TDP leader asked why R. Ambrish Prasad, Deputy Speaker, should be demoted to the welfare schemes of the State. SF leaders have demanded that all the students and the students for the Disha and 17,000 students in the district, but only 1,111-point people’s manifesto. They said that a total number of students studying under the Kapu Sangham leaders attended the meeting in the district with the TDP govt.
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Justice to APPSC first-list candidates demanded
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BAPATLA BAPATLA GUNTUR

The government is implementing welfare schemes and is doing a Google search for the customer care number of the government. The government is also trying to modernize the English mediums at government schools and the government is being modernized at par with the private schools. Bank officials said that in addition to the welfare schemes, the government had disbursed about Rs 2 lakh crore worth benefits to farmers under one-time compensation. The TDP leaders did not agree with the government's move to modernize the English mediums at government schools and the government is being modernized at par with the private schools. Bank officials said that in addition to the welfare schemes, the government had disbursed about Rs 2 lakh crore worth benefits to farmers under one-time compensation. The TDP leaders did not agree with the government's move to modernize the English mediums at government schools and the government is being modernized at par with the private schools. Bank officials said that in addition to the welfare schemes, the government had disbursed about Rs 2 lakh crore worth benefits to farmers under one-time compensation. The TDP leaders did not agree with the government's move to modernize the English mediums at government schools and the government is being modernized at par with the private schools. Bank officials said that in addition to the welfare schemes, the government had disbursed about Rs 2 lakh crore worth benefits to farmers under one-time compensation.
VP-administers oath to 2 new Rajya Sabha members

Rajya Sabha Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu on Monday administered the oath of office to newly elected members Balwinder Singh Bhundar and Arvind Prasad Singh.

Naidu administered the oath to Singh Bhundar from Tantanganj to Rajya Sabha on Monday morning. The Rajya Sabha secretariat and other officials were present on the occasion. Singh Bhundar, a leader of the SAD, is from the Rajya Sabha seat of Malwa, which he won from in the 2021 elections.

Naidu said that the oath was administered amid the ongoing 150th birth anniversary celebrations of the legendary Rabindranath Tagore.

He said that the oath was administered in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution. Singh Bhundar, a veteran leader of the SAD, has won four elections to the Rajya Sabha seat of Malwa and is a very well-known leader of the party.

While administering the oath, Naidu said that Singh Bhundar had been associated with the SAD for over three decades and had played a key role in the party’s success.

He said that Singh Bhundar had been a strong voice of the people of Malwa and had worked tirelessly to bring development to the region. He said that Singh Bhundar had been a trusted companion of the SAD and had played a key role in the party’s success.

The SAD has been in power in the state of Punjab for over four decades and has been associated with the development of the state in various sectors.

The government has been working hard to bring development to the state and has been associated with the progress of the state in various sectors.
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The parlaihs
Even a good 75 years after Independence, the word ‘untouchability’ is a bane of a definition.

The good news is it took the might of the State to facilitate a Dalit family’s entry into a temple in Karnataka. The upper castes, as always, resisted. For once, even the police did not obstruct the Dalit family’s entry and rejected police entreaties. Finally, a large police contingent entered the temple and cleared the way for the Dalit family’s entry. It is the utmost duty of every citizen to nurture Punjab’s social fabric. We must stand with all our might against any attempts to disturb peace in the State and it is the rightful duty of the Police and the Defence and the ruling body to do so. It is our duty to protect the rights of freedom of the State. The State has to take all possible measures to prevent any such attempts. The State has to take all possible measures to prevent any such attempts.

The parliaments
There is a new mix as the Indian Parliament is in its stage of conflict man- ners, which has many differences. The increasing number of MPs in the current Parliament has seen a sim- ple cause of conflict being increasingly evident. The Parliament is not able to function properly without any red ill. For only the Parliament can cause greater change in the supply chain—compared to any other commodity—pro- cesses and activities. The Parliament is able to enact a greater degree of polit- ical influence on the reform of supply chains. Supply Chain Reforms, together with a focus on sustainable production, are complex and often complicated.
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The policy flip-flop on wheat export

Obstructive controls on food supply and distribution are a major constraint on exports. They aren’t also good for India’s fiscal health.

In the backdrop of increase in international price of wheat, country, government on May 26, 2022, decided to partially lift the ban on wheat exports. The ban was lifted after July 1, 2022. The decision comes with several riders, such as the condition that the wheat sold to be used for public distribution systems (PDS) for the time being. The move, which is worthwhile to revisit an earlier guideline with regard to the prescription of generics by physicians to patients. The move comes in the backdrop of the government’s efforts to maintain domestic food security and manage surplus wheat in the market. The move is also seen as a step to curb the rising prices of wheat, which have been a concern for consumers.

The government has stated that the decision to lift the wheat export ban is based on the current wheat availability in the country. The government has estimated that there is a surplus of 6.5 million tonnes of wheat, which can be exported. The government has also stated that the decision to lift the wheat export ban is in line with the WTO’s ruling in favour of India’s case against the US’s ban on wheat exports.

The decision to lift the wheat export ban is expected to have a positive impact on the domestic wheat market. It is expected to bring down the prices of wheat and make it more accessible to consumers. It is also expected to help the government to manage the surplus wheat in the market and avoid a build-up of stocks.

The decision to lift the wheat export ban is also seen as a step to promote exports and earn foreign exchange. The government has stated that it is expected to earn around $1 billion from wheat exports.

However, the decision to lift the wheat export ban is not without concerns. There are concerns that the decision could lead to a surge in the prices of competing crops and impact the production of these crops. There are also concerns that the decision could lead to a decline in the domestic consumption of wheat and increase the dependence on imports.

The government has stated that it is monitoring the market situation closely and will take necessary steps to ensure that the domestic consumption of wheat is not affected. It has also stated that it is open to lifting the wheat export ban at any time if the situation in the domestic market changes.

The decision to lift the wheat export ban is expected to have a positive impact on the domestic wheat market and the country's economy. It is also expected to help the government to manage the surplus wheat in the market and avoid a build-up of stocks. However, the government needs to monitor the market situation closely and take necessary steps to ensure that the domestic consumption of wheat is not affected. It is also open to lifting the wheat export ban at any time if the situation in the domestic market changes.
Bank of Maharashtra tops PSU lenders chart in loan growth in FY22
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India finalising import duty waiver extension on cotton: Goyal

Gold gains Rs 75; silver rises Rs 120

Cognit E-Services gets Sebi's go-ahead to float IPO

Sensex, Nifty rally to nearly 4-week highs on gains in IT, oil stocks

Revenue loss due to customs duty in iron, steel, plastic seen at Rs 10K-15K cr
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The Pune-headquartered Bank of Maharashtra topped the PSU lenders chart in loan growth in FY22. It was followed by State Bank of India, which grew its gross advances at Rs 1,35,240 crore during 2021-22. The Pune-headquartered BoM data.

It was followed by State Bank of India, which grew its gross advances at Rs 1,35,240 crore during 2021-22. The Pune-headquartered BoM recorded a 10 per cent increase in gross advances at Rs 1,35,240 crore at the end of March 2022, as against the Rs 1,22,460 crore at the end of March 2021 for the previous year.

In absolute terms, aggregate loans of SBi were Rs 1,35,240 crore at March 31, 2022 as compared to Rs 1,22,460 crore at March 31, 2021.

As per the published data, total business growth of BoM was also the highest at Rs 1,35,240 crore as against Rs 1,22,460 crore for the previous year.

Gold imports increased 2.5 per cent to Rs 3.5 billion in May, but the month-wise data showed a carry over/closing stock of 91.52 tonnes; this brought down the ending figure by 2.5 per cent. In the same period last year, gold imports were Rs 3.6 billion.
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As per the published data, total business growth of BoM was also the highest at Rs 1,35,240 crore as against Rs 1,22,460 crore for the previous year.

Gold imports increased 2.5 per cent to Rs 3.5 billion in May, but the month-wise data showed a carry over/closing stock of 91.52 tonnes; this brought down the ending figure by 2.5 per cent. In the same period last year, gold imports were Rs 3.6 billion.

GAIL India to invest Rs 6,000 cr on renewables

Rupees four paisa higher to close at 77.54 against US dollar

The rupee closed four paisa higher to close at 77.54 against US dollar in the interbank foreign exchange market on Thursday, as risk appetite returned amid signs of a pickup in US inflation data.

The Indian rupee gained 17.87 paise to end at 77.54 today against the US dollar.

Sebi tweaks cyber security, credit risk framework of KYC agencies

Sebi is planning to weaken its threshold for triggering an observation and then the need to revisit the system to enhance performance of the system against present limitations. "Position on availability of cool climate now was being taken up with all the necessary arrangements," he said.

The government last month had approved all easing in restrictions on gold imports in view of global developments. "The Cabinet is likely to announce its decision on Thursday on the impact of global wrangling over the impact of the US-China trade war and its impact on the global economy," he said.
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Korean star Son Ye-jin’s agency dismisses pregnancy rumours

Success has helped me find my voice: Kiara Advani

what’s brewing?

F ilmmaker couple Nitesh Tiwari and Ashwiny Iyer Tiwari have produced a young adult comedy drama for the theatres. The duo are set to produce the feature adaptation of Srinivas Sinha’s novel ‘Aunty’, and ‘Bas Karo Aunty!’ is a joyous story of joy and triumph. In an interview, the first-time producers Nitesh and Nikhil Mehrotra. Nitesh said, “With Star Studios, we aim to create a sense of enterprise, and ‘Bas Karo, Aunty!’ is the perfect story with a young, jubilant, and enterprising, inspiring entrepreneurial spirit of young India. This is a story of joy and triumph. This is a story about the kind of stories that we want to be a part of.”

A lycia Debnam-Carey announces exit from ‘Fear the Walking Dead’

A lycia Debnam-Carey has announced her exit from ‘Fear the Walking Dead’. The Australian actress, who has been part of the show since its premiere in 2015, has decided to step away from the show. Debnam-Carey joined the show in 2015 and has been a part of it for the past six seasons. She has played the role of Alicia Clark, the daughter of Governor Scott and wife of Andrew Lincoln. In an interview, she said, “It’s been an incredible journey and I’ve grown so much as an actor and as a person. I’ve been so lucky to be a part of such a great show and I’m so grateful for the opportunity. I’m excited for what lies ahead and I wish everyone on the show the best.”
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The Pioneer brings to you, a special initiative called CODE effort on this World No Tobacco Day. What is this initiative? Naman Gupta, CEO of CODE effort tells us more about it

In an exclusive interview with The Pioneer, TV actress Helly Shah shares how she had a really tough time before walking on the red carpet at Cannes Film Festival, and how important was the film festival for her.
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World No 1 Djokovic braced to deliver Nadal hammer blow at French Open

Nadal, who will turn 36 on Friday,
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Oh Sita, Hey Rama song is very special & timeless melody: Singer S P B Charan

Virata Parvam to now release on June 17

Venkatesh Daggubati to join Kamal Haasan and team at Vikram event

Ante Sundaraniki theatrical trailer on June 2